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The first year of law.school will uk~ly be one of the most c~nfiising and demancf!ng academic
experiena:s of your life. Join BAR/BRI in your fu:;it.year and take advantage of our
, • µnique program of law school PJep~on. The BAµ/ BRI First Year
· Review Volume contaigH6mprehensive, conciSe black letter l;lw
outlines.designed to ~elRyou cut through the fog of detail.arid give
,.,, a clear view of the overall picture, .Subjects covered include GMi
. Procedure, Contraets, Criminal LmV, Property, and Torts.
.·
;

.'l'he F~ Year Review progfum also incl~<Jes·a final exam.l~ series and
/ the Study Smart™SoftWare. The lec;tures, delivered by natiOnally recognized .·
•' experts, will provide invaluable assistatlce in understanding the bla,ckletter Jaw.;

·· ;'fhestudy Smart'" Software contains outlines and practice questions which further help
you prepare foryour finale~,. ,···
, •··
//

I

~ ~ ~ Q .~ Q .I ;.; Fi s·;·1 wij I BQ y f:Urni~); }! I Fh' s

. As a BARIBRI studentyou can. coµtigue to benefit from our ··· ....
.,ll}'Senal of outlines and lectures: BAR/BRI's seC~nd and thirg year progiWi
·is specificaj!y tailored to second an,c! third year cou~. ··· ·····

·

/

· ··

As in th~ First Year Revi~w, second and third year students can also take
·advantage of presentations by our national and local lecturers given just prior
to exams. These lectures give a complete and thorough overview of ma.IJy of"
your second and third year clru>~s. r
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Figbtthe fear of learning law by the sink-or-sWirrl methods used by most law schools. Let Lil~
School ABC's teach you the basic study and exam writing skills used by successful law students. Fill the ,; /
void between mastering the subject mlitter and writing it all during the exam. ...
Law SchoofABC's teaches students th~ skills necessary to succeed in law school. Skills
such as briefing cases, selecting supplem~ntal materials, participating in classroom /
discussions, taking lecture notes, ~thesizing and outlining the.course materials,
studyillg for exams, spotting:J,ssues, developing ~ analysis, managing ~ur time, and
writing exams that make. the grade are all covered in the I.aw Scpool
ABC's workshops.
,

.

Each Law School ABC's workshop _is conducted by an experienced teacher of la~ school skills. Students
w)ll leam.using hands-on, interactiy.e exercises, f!llc\:aJ.l. workshop participants -receive the J,aw School
ABC's workbook, developed and Written by academic assistance professors. All at no·a,dditional charge.
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The Multistate Professional Responsibility Exam will likely be your jirst encounter with the Bar
Exam sim;e·California allowsyo1(to,take the MfRE while you are in law S,Ch~ol. Many students take the
MPRE during their secqnd thlrd year of law school.
.. . .
.
,.,,

'·

'or

BARIBRt ~ves you coinplete .preparation for the MPRE with a 1'ture; substantive outline, the Studys~¥t··
software and pr;u:tice exams,;A,coniprehensive 4 bout lecture r6iews/
····" "''
: '/
th,e
scope,
substance
and
techhlques
needed,
to
tackle
the
MPRE.
·
r
/,
BAR/BR! provides :ti.letailed substaptive o~tline written by
Professor Richard Wydick, which t overs all aspects of the ,.
MPREexam.

>'

Additionally, studeri~"teceive several MPRE practice e;ams containing ac;tualMPRE questions released by the Nit.tionhl Conference
of Bar EXammers with analytical answers. /,,· ··
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cialize. A few call for mandatory graded midterms.
Some professors take it upon themselves to improve
student performance. Professor Martin gives a mandato- .
ry graded midterm to his first-year students, and professor Kelly teaches extra classes on exam writing.
We think the simplest way to raise the bar pass rate
would be to lower tuition and attract mpre applicants.
But the real problem at USD is a lack of focus. One
faction of the faculty wants to use our weather to attract
famous scholars away from top schools, while another
faction wants more resources for practical courses to
prepare students for the job market. The problem is
that both sides stop each other from getting what the
other wants. The truth is, for USD to start reaching its
potential, we need both high theory and practice skills.
Provost Francis Lazarus wants to inc!ude students in
the decision to choose a permanent dean. This is a
chance to help the faculty put the customer first - us.
We need a dean who can focus the faculty away from
past disputes and toward a larger vision that will move
USD from an underachiever to a leader in legal education. We could h:ive famous scholars, innovative teachers, and cutting edge writing and other practical programs. Setting a new standard of excellence would be
the best way to attract more students, increase the bar
pass rate, and improve USD's reputation.

The new U.S. News & World Report law school
ranking shows USD doing about the same as always,
ranked ·somewhere between 51 and 88 out of 179 accrec:Iited schools included in the survey. This year they call it
second tier, last year they called it third tier.
What is more important for students entering the job
market is USD's reputation with attorneys and judges - 89
out of 179 accredited law schools. Only six of the 16
California law schools on the list have worse reputations.
Pepperdine and Loyola law schools are both ahead of us.
We are tied with Santa Clara law school.
Another indicator of how we are doing is bar passage
rate. The March/April National jurist printed a ranking of
ABA law schools compiled by the ABA. Using the July
1995 exam, USD was ranked 14 out of the 18 schools in
California. Only Golden Gate, Whittier, Thomas Jefferson,
and Lincoln law school in Sacramento have lower rates.
In an increasingly competitive market for jobs a'.nd law
school applicants, we can't afford to drift along. We have
to do inore than raise the first-year fail rate.
One professor is calling for the elimination of the night
program as a way to cut the number of students we accept.
Another says we should offer majors so students can spe-
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Where are my grades?

I S S U E S by J.C. Wilmore and Will Geddes
The purpose of the this letter is to serve ,
notice of what I believe is a "problem," and provide a catalyst for action. The problem is simply
this: I am drafting this letter on February 3, 1997.
My last final was December 20, 1996, and I still
have no idea what my grades are!
I dedicated an entire four months of my life
to a meaningful and important end (namely to
do well on the only gauge of law school success:
the FINAL EXAM) and there seems ~o be no
urgency on the part of this school's faculty and
administration to provide me with any feedback.
The faculty may ask: What is the big hurry?
There are several responses to this inquiry. First,
I am not asking for a "hurry up'! effort. I am simply asking that grades be made available within
a "reasonable time." Well, here we are faced as
always with defining "reasonable." At the minimum, let's say that when a student enjoys that
ultimate January ritual marked by blow-out football and "tastf" processed snack food (The
Superbowl) without grades in-hand, then we
have long passed the point of "reasonable."
The feedback that little-lettered evaluation
provides may not be monumental, but it is significant. It helps students gauge whether more
effort is needed and in what areas. It allows students to be more aware of what types of exams
they may be more successful at taking and thus
could play a role in add/drop. The point is that
the longer into the spring semester the student is
required ·to wait for this feedback the less beneficial it becomes. There certainly has to be an
established policy among all the faculty to provide productive feedback to the students. That is
why we are here, that is why we pay you .
I have also heard students express disap. pointment in not having grades by spring recruitment. This is a valid point. If a student was
computer software." I just thought of another: "So
is studying for finals."
unsuccessful in the fall, the spring recruitment will
likely bring the same result with nothing new on
The second argument I anticipate is the time it
takes to ·weed through lengthy blue-book essays.
your record to heighten marketability. Certainly,
. for the students who have made conscious efforts
Several responses come to mind: 1) Put a page
to improve their average this fall it has to be disaplimit on the answers. Everyone knows that quantipointing not to be able to use the
ty does not equal quality, the
fruits of those labors to their advanvomit metho~ should not spell
tage.
success; 2) Three of the five
"To me, the best
To me, the best reason for
exams I took last' semester were
grades being distributed earlier in
either entirely or partially multiple
reason for grades
the spring semester is: Why can't
choice. Here is how it broke
being distributed
they be? I attended an undergradudown for me:
ate university of 8,000 students
earlier in the spring Evidence: all multiple choice.
where I wrote essay exams longer
Trust and Estates: 1/ 2 multiplesemester is: Why
than the ones I write here. The
choice, 1/2 essay with page limit.
can't they be?"
longest I ever waited for grades folCon Law: Essay but "points will
lowing the end of the Fall semester
be deducted for verbosity."
was three weeks. Having talked to
UCCIArticle 9: 1/ 2 short-answer;
colleagues who also attended large ·
1/ 2 essay.
institutions, their grade response time was also in
International Business Transactions: Essay
this neighborhood. The best evidence that it can
Conclusion: not a whole lot of weeding
be done, is that it is being done!
through lengthy blue book answers. Keep in mind
Like any good 2L, I can forecast the arguments
there were only 14 of us in UCCI Article 9.
in opposition to this. The big one I foresee is that
The final response I anticipate is: "Faculty
ever-present "curve." That abstract comput<!-tion
deserve their Christmas holiday and should not be
that somehow separates and divides us all. Let me
burdened with grading blue books." I will tread
gingerly over this extremely thin ice in responding
guess: "Its hard to figure and very time consuming."
to this argument. The luxury of a Christmas holiOne response: "That's why Bill Gates invented

N Pl-IAf:E TWO. V\1£'U Tf;AR t..P ALL

8UT aE CF n-E £XfgTNG PARK/\G
gpAa;g Cll/ CAMPU9 AAD r::tPLAC£

day is a benefit of being a student. It may be, coupled with spring break and summer, the reason
many of my colleagues stay in school as long as
humanly possible. A long Christmas break is not a
creature of the working world . . . and that is the
pifference. We are students who _are p,urchasing a
service at a substantial cost. That service comes
with a few perks, like breaks. The faculty is part
of the working world. They are providing the service. They are paid'. Therefore, professor's breaks
are not as. good as ours, but their net benefits are
likely much greater.
Do Not Get Me Wrong
I am not saying the faculty should not get a
break, if I did there would be n~ classrC?om big
enough for me to blend into. I might as-well paint
a bulls eye on my chest. My point is that students
and professors have different purposes and responsibilities. We get a longer break because we are
·through with our work for the semester. Professors
still have work to be done.
To summarize: it is feasible to provide the students with grades much earlier than it is currently
being accomplished. Yes it will involve a little
harder work, but after all this is law school. It's
not supposed to be easy on anyone.
B ENJAMIN

T. MORTON, 2L
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Law school Dean Kristine Strachan,
in a note to the law school community,
announced she will resign at the end of
the current semester "to recharge and
perhaps then consider other challenges."
Strachan, who will remain on the
faculty, came to USD from the law faculty of the University of Utah in 1989.
Her eight years as dean is twice the
tenure of the typical law dean.
Vice President and Provost Francis
Lazarus said last year's establishment of
an Order of the Coif chapter at USD
was Strachan's crowning achievement.
Strachan's tenure has not been
without controversy. In March 1995,
former law school assistant dean
Marilyn Young was awarded $960,000
by a jury that USD fired Young for
accusing the dean of charging .personal
items on her USD expense account.
Young dropped Strachan from the
suit before trial. And although there ·
was no formal audit, former USD
President Author Hughes told Strachan,
in a June 1995 letter, that the University
found no wrongdoing by the dean after
investigating Young's accusations.
Lazarus will soon appoint an interim dean for the next academic year.
Law faculty have submitted candidates
for him to consider.
Next, Lazarus will put together a
permanent-dean search committee with
faculty. The committee should include
administrative staff, a.Iumni, and student
representatives, he said.

Grade delay blamed on tardy professors and new system
I

find that you need one, when you don't even
By MATIHEW GUERRERO, lL
know your grades."
Besides general anxiety, a problem that Dean
A two-thousand-year-old maxim reads: "All the
Wilson said the administration is aware of, the
worry in the world won't add a day to your life."
grade delay presents other problems for students.
Waiting for fall grades seems to have taken six
For example, students on academic probation canweeks off the lives of USD law students . Although
not receive financial aid disbursements without first
the last final was December 23, first-.year grades
having their grades. Although
were not mailed until January 31
tuition
payments can be
and upperclass grades were not
delayed,
living expenses canmailed until February 3.
not.
Was the wait for grades longer The delay of grades
Another concern is that
than usual? Dean Wilson says,
may continue since
grades are delayed until after
"Not much.:: Fall semester grades
there are no effective
the deadline to get a full
were delayed in part because the
sanctions or incentives tuition refund so that first-year
staff had to work the bugs out of
students in the bottom half
the new computer grading system.
to keep professors on
won't withdraw and cost the
In the process, the staff did more
schedule.
University $10,000 in lost
checking because this was a new
tuition. To allay this suspiexperience for them.
cion, Wilson said that 100 perLaw School policy requires all
cent refunds were 'allowed
professors to turn in grades by
until February 10 for those who drop out because
January 21. However, getting the professors to .turn
of bad grades. However, students may not be
in grades on time is the biggest problem, according
aware of this policy.
to Dean Wilson. If just one professor is late, then
Was the almost six-week delay unusual c:_omall grades _are delayed.
pared with other law· schools? Shannon Phillips,
"Getting grades a month into second semester
Director of Admissions at Pepperdirte, says, "grades
can be disruptive." said Kerry Wallis, lL. "It is hard
are
available within four weeks from the end of
to start a semester fresh with a new strategy, if you

finals."
California Western allows professors four
weeks after the spring semester and five weeks
after the fall semester. UCLA makes grades available to students within an astonishing three weeks,
though they admit that only about 60 to 70 percent
of the professors have their grades ready on time.
Tardiness amongst professors seems to be a
common thread at law schools. At Loyola
Marymount in Los Angeles, one professor delayed
turning in grades and no grades were mailed out
until the week of February 3.
Professors seem to view grading deadlines wit!a certain amusement, as Professor Minan told his
first-year students, "Getting professors to turn in
their grades on schedule is like herding cats."
Professor Minan also identified tensions that
1
professors face getting grades out First, grades are
due at the beginning of the semester, when professors are getting organized for classes. A second
consideration is that most of the grading period is
during the holidays, and grading exams is the least
pleasurable part of the job.
"Students are naturally eager to get their assess·
ments," says Professor Minan. But the reality for
students is that the delay of grades may continue
since there are no effective sanctions or incentives
to keep professors on schedule.
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Order the MicroMash
Bar Review now.

Pay for it when you pass.
Introducing the Pay-When-You-Pass*
MicroMash Bar Review.
To pass the Bar Exam, you need a top-quality review.

the NCBE. It includes our exceptionally personalized state
But just as law school nears the end, so does your
packages, which feature hand-grading of alt your
available cash. How do you get the best review, when
assignments. And if you buy one of our complete packages,
and need the MPRE as well, we'll give you our MPRE
you need it most. and can afford it the least?
If you're sitting for the July 1997 Bar Exam, you can buy the Review free.
MicroMash Bar Review, pay only for shipping and handling Does it work? Well, consider this: is anyone else in the
and a $50 materials fee, and we'll defer the Bar review industry willing to put their product on the line
like this?
·
rest Qf the purchase price until you pass
the Exam.
You know the answer.
Make no mistake, we believe this is the ·Now, make the call to get all the details on our remarkable
very best Bar review on the market
self-study MicroMash Bar Review, and this incredible offer:
today. It includes our computer-based
MBE Review, completely updated for the
July 1997 Bar Exam, and features the
Ext. 6268
most recently released questions from

1-800-BAR-EXAM,

MicroM

6402 South Troy Circle • Englewood, CO 80111-6424 • (303) 799-0099
e-mail: MicroMash@icslearn.com •Web site: http://www.MicroMash.com/learning
* Certain restrictions apply. Call for complete details. © 1997 M-Mash. Inc. MicroMash is a registered trademark of M-Mash. Inc.
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Laptop theft a growing problem at USO
Perched on a mesa overlooking the Pacific
ocean, USD's park-like setting seems an oasis
among the zoned strip malls and crime-ridden
neighborhoods in the area. Unfortunately, immaculate landscaping doesn't sblve human behavior
problems.
Although few violent crimes occur on campus,
a recent increase in thefts around the law school from a car to a bite out of a professor's sandwich
- has caused some students and staff to ·re-check
their premises about campus security.
Director of Public Safety Rana Sampson said
the cause of most of these crimes is that people
feel too secure. "USD is a microcosm of society,"
Sampson said. "The majority of theft is by another
student or staff [member]. "
For example, last fall three laptop computers
were stolen from law students after they left them
unattended. The first was stoien October 1 when a
student left a $5,000 laptop in Room 3B to talk to
someone in the hallway after class. Another was
stolen October 2 when a student accidentally left a
$3,000 laptop by the second-floor student mail
boxes for five minutes. A third computer was
stolen from-the law library November 14 when
Luke Nguyen left his laptop unattended for ten
minutes in a study carrel next to a friend.
Nguyen said he remembers the man who took
his computer sitting near him at one of the large
tables in the California Room, but he didn't think
anything about it. "He had clean-cut hair and
looked all-American - you would never know,"
Nguyen said.
Several hours after the man sat down, Nguyen
left to print a case. His friend was sitting in the
carrel behind him. Nguyen said he assumed his
friend would watch it for him and left without saying anything. Ten minutes later, Nguyen's friend
came running up to him and asked if that was

not passed without incident. On January 13, a stuNguyen's computer at the carrel.
dent reported a missing laptop. Fortunately, Public
When Nguyen returned to his desk, his computer was gone, along with all his fall semester
Safety officers were able to locate where the stuclass notes. Nguyen said Sampson had been to his
dent had left it - sitting next to a pay phone. On
class to recommend that students back up their
February 5, someone stole a coffee table out of the
notes in case of theft. :Nguyen said he intended to,
faculty lounge. And recently a professor noticed
but "you never think i~ could happen to you."
· someone had taken a bite out of her sandwich
Fortunately, Nguyen's classmates gave him
when she went to retrieve it from the faculty
copies of their notes. "I had two or three sets for
lounge refrigerator. In addition, two Volkswagens
every class," he said:
have been stolen at USD since February 18, one
In August, someone took an unattended purse
from the law school lot during a night law class.
from an office across from the law school financial
Sampson advises staff and students to install
aid office. Around the saine time another purse
security devices on cars, keep purses .locked away,
was stolen from the alumni relations office. Both
and avoid leaving computers or backpacks unatvictims were new employees. "It seems to happen
tended. "Even books are money," she said.
to people when they first start
working here," law school
Facilities Manager Bill
Anderson said.
A week later a purse thief
struck again, but this time public safety officers chased the
suspect through the canyon.
Although they didn't catch
. him, no new purse-stealing
incidents have occurred since.
Also last term, Flemings
Fundamentals lost $1,000
worth of bar review materials
from a law school locker,
Sampson said. However,
someone returned the material
after Sampson and SBA
President Mark Davis put out
the word that a criminal investigation would begin unless
the material was returned.
Luke Nguyen, 2L, who lost his computer to theft last term, says students
Although no major thefts
should back up their notes and avoid leaving their computers unattended.
have occurred this term, it has "You never think it could happen to you," he said.
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President

NJ reflect bad: o n my fir.;t fu ll
semes1er as Studen1 Bar Associ:nion
Presidenl I am pl ~"'CI 10 see the soides
lhe Uni\·ersity has nude. In the spiril of

e \·ery President who h;t.S ever served :lfl)'
org:miz:1tion, business or country. I must
enumerate each and eve!)· accomplishme nt the school has achie\·ed while I've
been PresidenL
One of my major focuses has been
ro increa...~ the name recognition of the
Uni\·ersiry arou nd the cicy, scue and
country. llla.1 is whr. in my fin;1 semes1er :lS President, the University has1ed the
final Presidenti:i.1 Deb.ale. Due 10 the
hard v.·ork of m.:my good people (too
numerous to list here) we pulled it off
v..ithout a hitch and brought n:itJorul
rerogrutJon not only to the Cniversiry.
but also to the OC)' and Stlte of
California. We a.re headed in the right
duea.ion.
Another objective of mine v.ias 10
simply improve the acaderruc reput.atJon
of the L'n.i\'ersiC)•. To lhat end, since J\ ·e
been Presidenl, the t..:niversity has been

:i.dmiUed to the pre."ligious Orck r of the
Coif. Moreover, Ill :m d fon 10 fo...;;tcr
inte llccrual d eb:ttc, 1he University h:t!'
ho.,.tcd spe.• kt!rs o n bo th sides of 1he
Proposition 209 is..<:ue, :t C·tliforni:i legisl:Hor, Dede Alpert , a powerful l~r.tdi digniL1 1)", 1'1 1chad B."l.r-Zoh:tr, and of t.'Oursc,
President Clin1on :tnd Bob Dole . \Xk.' are
headed in the right direction.
Although I eA-plicitly stated during
my o m p:tign that I could not ::olve the
horrific campus p:irl..ing problem, I h:i.ve
worked hard 10 see tJ1c :i.pprov3\ o f the
Master Plan, which include..;; a new parking garage.
When s1Uden1s ca me to me ea rl ie r
1his rear concerned about tJ1e lack o f
bw ~hool lockers, negorfatio ns w ith
Dean Slachan began immedi:udy 10
resol\'e the proble m. The hard work has
born fruit. New lockers we re recently
in_.ttalled on the first noor o f the Jaw
school
One area m which l hope to make 3
difference i:- di ve.~1ry . I inherited a
school which m.atnculated o nly 1wo
Black students in th e fa ll of I996. 111is
wa.s especially dishe:in ening. f o r thi::
reason. I went on 3 Universiry-sponsored
recruiting drive 10 the minority-rich
Southeastern l.iniled S!ale$. Despite losing L. L.M Sid Greathouse 10 gndua tion,
smce the begmning of the spring semester we have doubled the number of
Black L LM students at the la\v school. I
hope to lea,·e next year's Preside nt in an
even better sirualion with a n increased
number of Black one-L students. \\7e are

Pre side nt ' s
Community Service
President's Speakor
La Re view Shaw
ASA Convention

Discretionary Fund
Mardi Gras Party
Graduation Party

Budget/S pring

How we spend SBA fees

1997~

~ S4 00
('!f:J SSOO

By JON

$800

c=:::::=:J s2·224
~ 5 1 · 32 6

~~~~~~s~2~.s;oo~=:=::=:=::=::~~

$7 ,600

""Docsi1 ' tincludeMoot C011rtfunds relc;iscdbyd~n

he:tded in the right directio n.
L:tw school is :i vel)' difficult and
ta..'i:ing endeavor. In fact, Lhe need for
3n occasion:t l <live n-ion is good for law
student menial hc:thh . That is why the
Student B:i.r Association puls o n the
Halloween !'any each ye:tr. It gives st udents a ch:tnce to blow o ff stea m before
beginning co bear dow n fo r finals . Yet.
many stude nts and fa culty may be
unaware of jus1 ho\v diffi cult it was to
p rocu re an establishme nt o f sufficient
capacity that had not already banned the
USO L1w School Halloween Pany. \'\le
scoured the city and came up with the
Scottish Rite Center. No t onl y was it
la rge e nough, close enough, :tnd sufficiently stocked wi th parking spaces; the
party was a b last, no o ne got a DUI, the
party actually made money (unprecedented 10 my knowl edge), and th e
event's success may actua lly afford next
year's President a place to call tha t w ill
not laugh in his or her fa ce This school
is moving forward .

The Sp ring semester o f 1997 has
begun wit h a ba ng. The Ma rdi Gras
P:trty was a raging success. Lege ndary
Negro Le<1gue base ba ll great Sammie
H:tynes awed th e stude nts with stories
fro m the mid 40's. And coming soon ,
USO L:.1w defends its title as the ABA 's
Ninth Circuit Chari ty Softba ll Tournament
Champ io n Fe brn ary 22. Also , Se nio r
alto m ey Mi ke Stein . o f Brya n Cwc, will
be co ndu cting a civil lit igation seminar
(" f rom The C\:lss room To The
Courtroo m") March l s\. The re will be
:i.no the r Bar-ofT 10 compare and contrast
b:tr review courses o n Ma rch 5. The re
are still a few spots o pe n fo r those that
wi sh to :m e nd Major League Baseball
Spri ng Tra in ing in Arizona w ith me
March 24 to 27. And fina lly, toward the
e nd of the semeste r, atte nd or participate
in the "O nly A Few Of Us Have Tale nt
Show/ Ro ast"' o n a date to be announced
We are focused but still s ufficiently
gro unded \Y/e a re headed in the riPhr
direction.

COHEN,

SOA Treasurer

A number o f people have
asked me about the SBA fct
that appears o n their law
school bill. More specifically
they tend to wam lo know
exactly what it goes to fund
a nd how it gets distributed.
Now fo r those of you
unaware, the SBA activity fee
is the cha rge of sixty o r so dollars that shows up on
you r b ill at the beginning o f the year. I don't know tJ1e
exact do llar amount because I neve r open the bills
from tJ1e school; I me rely hope that my loans cover the
ba lance.
He re is w hat happe ns to tJ1at mo ney. Law school
budget d iredor Chuck Wa ldie ha nds me, the SBA
TrC"asure r, a check fo r the total amount of the mone y
brought in by the activity fee. TI1e check is not made
o ut to me pe rsonally, ho wever, so I am fo rced to put
it into lhe SBA accoum at tJ1e bank. 111is yea r the total
check was somewhe re in the ne ighborhood o f
$48,000. (I do n't have the exact nu mber in fro nt of me
and I am far too lazy to re trieve it from my records).
So I rake the check to the bank, where the tellers
smile a little wider w he n you make :t deposit in the
$50,000 range. Then o nce the mo ney is safely out of
my hands it becomes lime fo r the budget process
The budget process is a Sata nic ritual that occurs
rwice a year at lhe beginning of eac h semester. Each
club that wants money is asked to put forward a
request for money to subsidize their activities. More
ofte n than not, they request ludicrous amo unts. For
example, o ne year the Federa lise Society requested
$10,000; tJ1e budget committee gave the m 550. This is
not because the fed er:t lists a re neo-fascists , it was
me rely because the budget committee had no money

$2 , 560

SBA

$2 ,300

B u dget /Sp ri ng

to give the m. lronkally that same semeste r, the
N rt.SA, (Nco-Fascist Law Stude nt Associa tio n)
received $500. Don1t bothe r looking for the m , they
have si nce disba nded.
So after the dubs sub mit their requeSL'i, the SBA
executive counsel and a group of student representatives get togetJ1cr ea rly o ne Friday to liste n to a
re prese ntative fro m each group defend their proposals. We a re very nice to them when they stand
in fro nt of us - even if they ask us for S3,000 to
cate r a Welcome Back Koller theme party - but
when tht.-y leave the room, we laugh at the m and
criticize their c hoices in footw1..>ar.
After eac h club that wa nts money has defended their proposal we go over the numbers. Oh yes
I forgot to add something; the President of the SB1\
has his own budget Lha1 he proposes at the sa me
time.
So let's say that everyo ne has made their proposals, and if we were to give eve ryone wha( they
wanted it would amount to 577,987.34. Well , that
o riginal $48,000 I was given is supposed 10 last the
e ntire year so we have to divide it in half 10 feed the
peasa nts for both semesters. Now, if you are still
followi ng me, we have 524 ,000 (0 uy and cover
$78,000 in requests.
So there a re loads of formul as and econo mic
equations that previous SBA treasurers have used to
dete rmine how much each dub will get. I Wa5 supposed to learn these fo rmu las in my capacity :lS
Treasurer. These e mpirical mathematic:il principals
theoretically insure that each club w ill be disbursed
mo ney fa irly so no complaints by the organizations
will have me rit.
Well, I'm sorry to say, I didn't learn these formulas, a nd lets be perfectly honest. had I lxen good at
math, I'd be in medical school. So in my capaciry :is
your d uly elected Treasurer, I came up w ith my own
accounting princi ples. Concep[UaJly, I feel tJ1at my
accounting theories better mirror real life

1997
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Budget Update:
Ma rk Davis a nd I recently met with the
Dea.n to discuss why sht:: required the SBA 10
give M oot Court $3,()(}(k!;·semes1er. It tu rns oul
that the money goes to a Moot Cou n. "slush
fund" that is used when they advance farther
than usual in national competitions. Over the
years the account had acrumulated $26,678.00.
We fe lt lhal this is plenry of money for moot
court to have o n "reserve; and the Dean
agreed. She refunded $1,678.00 to us from the
S3,000 that we pul in last semester, and we a re
no lo nger required to give Moot Coun. S3,CXX> a
se mester, addjn g a tot.al o f $4 ,678 to this spring's
SBA budget. The Dean seemed happy with the
round $25 ,000 that will continue to exist in the
fund until needed. ll still seems excessive 10
The S4 ,678 will be distributed accordingly:
Each club that we nt through the budget process
will get an extra S I00 and the rest w ill go to the
preside n['s b udget and the discretionary fund.
Have fun. and reme mber that moot court has a n
e xtra 525,000 10 spend o n its panicipants...
So, if people are friends of mine, they get mo re
cash. Thus Mark Davis as the president had hJS budget approved in fu lL
Lf people give me free food :i.t lunch they get the
money. Thus PAD and the \X'omen's law Caucus gcx
money
lf a club member buys me beer, tht:y gel n:munerated ·with your SBA fees
If :i. club offers me a free weekend in L'.ls Vegas_
they don't have 10 send a representative to any of the
budget meetings.
So thL<; is how your SBA fees are dislributed. If
you wa nt to know e.xaclly w he re your persoml sixry
do llars goes, I n::ally can't tell you. But perhaps !.he
best thing to do is this: Ne.xt time you go to an SBAsponsored party. look at a.11 the kegs of beer and say
to all your friends; "Set: that keg o f beer... I bought il ~

Request
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$ 1 , 625

$1,650
$1,500
$ 1 , 200

$1, 110

$1 , 055

$1 , 000
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Economic Liberty
~

A Braider, below, attends to a customer at the
Braderie salon in £/ Cajon, risking fines and
criminal sanctions for "unlicensed activity."

Talidin Ukdah, above, founder of the American _
Hairbraiders and Natrual Hair Care Association,
tells braiders to defy regulators and open salons.

Dr. Joanne Cornwell, above, chair of the Africana
Studies Department at San Diego State University,
speaking to a client in Pennsylvania about a new
technique she has developed for "locking" textured
hair. But she can't open a salon or teach others
without ~isking fines and criminal sanctions.

Braiders fight for right .to earn a living
In January, the Washington, D.C.-based Institute
for Justice filed a federal suit in San Diego on
behalf of a group of local African hair care specialists who claim state cosmetology regulations needlessly infringe their right to earn an honest living.
The California Board of Barbering and
Cosmetology requires braiders to earn a cosmetology license, costing $5,000 to $7,000 and requiring
1,600 hours of instruction, before they can legally
earn a living braiding hair.
The tangle is that neither the required curriculum nor the test that follows contains anything that
applies to hairbraiding. And although the rationale
for the board's regulations is to protect public
health and safery, braiders don't use chemicals.
"When you explain it to people, they say: 'that
doesn't maRe sense,"' one of the nation's leading
hairbraiders, Pamela Ferrell, said.
Ferrell and husband Taalib-din Uqdah founded
the American Hairbraiders and Natural Hair Care
Association (AHNHA) in 1995 after successfully
·fighting off Washington, D.C. bureaucrats who were
trying to close their salon, Cornrows & Co.
In October, the Braderie in El Cajon, an _
AHNHA member, was cited by the board for "aiding and abetting unlicensed activity."
Master braider Marguerite Sylba, who was also
cited, came to the United States in 1987 to practice
traditional African. braiding techniques that are hundreds of years old.
After getting a cosmetology license, Sylba
::~gan gaining a large clientele. She joined with Ali

/

Rasheed and his wife Assiyah, also from Africa, to
open the Braderie.
According to Sylba, the Bradede is booked
three months i_n advance. "We fix personalities,"
Ali said. "People come to us with dry damaged
hair and leave with their head up high."
Historically, licensing regulations were lobbied
for to protect incompetent practitioners from competition, Uqdah said. But the AHNHA doesn't want
to create a braiding cartel through state licensing,
he said. "We encourage competition."
Ali also notes that licensing Jaws were sometimes passed to act as "Jim Crow" laws and exclude
African Americans from skilled professions.
"These professional licensing regulations were
passed in the 1920s and 1930s, with a certain mind
set," Ali said. " I don't have to tell you what that is
_:_ we need to change."
Cosmetologists say braiders need to be licensed
so they can identify scalp diseases and prevent lice.
"But it's really a control thing," Ali said. '"I had to
do this; everybody should have to do this."'
And the Institute isn't trying to end health and
safety regulations, litigation director Clint Bolick
said. "Regulations should be reasonably related to
health and safety objectives," he said, "and not
needlessly suppress the livelihood of individuals."
Here, "the State of California is imposing an
occupational licensing regime bearing no rational
relationship to the activity it purports to regulate,"
Institute for Justice attorney Donna Matias said.
For DL Joanne Cornwell, chair of the Africana

Studies Department at San Diego State University,
cosmetology regulations represent not only economic suppression, but cultural suppression.
"The cosmetology regulations perpetuate a negative self-image for women with naturally textured
hair," Cornwell said. The assumption is that hair
that is not naturally straight is "bad," and the only
way to manage it is with harsh chemical straighteners, she said. .
Cornwell has developed a new technique using
small, finely manicured locks. She has trademarked
her company as "Sisterlocks." But she can't open a
salon or teach others without risking fines a11d
criminal sanctions.
"Economic liberty profoundly effects the lives
of real people," Cornwell said. "When you stifle
economic liberty in a community, you do violence
to that community."
The board relies on a 1982 Attorney General's
opi~ion, 62 Op. Atty. Gen. 284, that declares
African hairbr;:tiding cosmetology.
But constitutional law professor Bernard Siegan
calls that irrational: "If hairbraiding i~ cosmetology,
why can't they get a license for hairbraiding."
Siegan, author of the book Economic Liberty
and the Constitution, says the problem is that both
conservative and liberal judges apply minimal
scrutiny in this area.
"This is an area not protected by the courts,
but it should be," Siegan said. "For the people
whose living is at stake, there can't be any more
important right."
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California administrative law professor Robert Fellmeth says the legislature is the proper place for this issue to
be resolved. At least that is what the
courts will say, he said.
But 3L Tamala Choma, a customer
of Dr. Cornwell, disagrees. "Why does
my hair have to be legislated," Choma
asks. "Why do a bunch of middle-aged
white men decide how I can do my
hair - they will never have to relate to
this issue in their entire lives."
Fellmeth, a former Nader's Raider,
says there is little chance courts will listen. "The judiciary has been an abject
failure as a check on agencies," he
said. "They will bend into a pretzel to
uphold an agency, even if the agency
is violating a statute. "
Fellmeth thinks the best route for
change is through the legislature. In
fact, USD's Center for Public Interest
Law, which he founded, has argued

MOTIONS

before the legislature that cosmetology
licensing should be abolished, leaving
only regulations necessary to protect
consumers from imminent harm.
"The marketplace is equipped to
deal with incompetence without creating barriers to entry that raise prices for
everyone," Fellmeth said.
This case does make strange bedfellows. Local counsel, Pillsbury
Madison & Sutro partner David E.
Kleinfeld, and associate Richard Segal,
usually disagree about politics Kleinfeld is republican, and Segal is a
Democrat. But they both wanted to do
this case pro bono.
"This is one of the most compelling
and important cases we could be
involved in," Kleinfeld said.
"Government can be just as
oppressive when controlling your ability to earn a living as it can when controlling speech, or religion," Segal said.

Customers back braiders

11

Junior Justine Hardy, Braderie customer: "They are trusted in the communtiy - it's up to the individual
whether they want a licensed braider."

• • •

One of the justifications for forcing braide'rs to get a
USD Student Employment Advisor Carrol Holmes has
cosmetology license is to protect consumers from incombeen going to the Braiderie for two years. "When I startpetence. But customers at USD say they should be able to
ed, my hair was very short," she said. "I had a perm that
choose who -g ets to braid their hair.
damaged my hair so bad - now it's really long - I love
it."
Senior Alicia "Nini" Williams', whose mother braids her
hair, says she doesn't see the need to license braiders.
Holmes said she is not worried that the Braiderie is
"Braiding is something, as African Americans, we have
unlicensed. "I can't see any problem with what they. are
done forever," she said. "They don't use any chemicals or
doing," she said. "It's the chemicals that destroy the hair."
anything."
The chemicals cosmetologists use damaged Holmes
Junior Justine Hardy, Braiderie customer, agrees:
scalp, making dry and break out, she said. When she
"Satisfaction of the customer is the main thing," she said.
went to the Braiderie, they recommenqed Aloe Vera. "I
"If they are trusted in the community, it's up to the inditried it and it went away - I stand behind them 100 pervidual whether they want a licensed
cent," she said.
·braider or not - you're not going to go to
"This case is about the. freedom of
someone who does a crappie job just
African American women to choose
"This case is about
because they have a license."
how to style their hair without the
The current regulatory regime makes it the freedom of African government being in their scalp," 3L
hard for African American women who
Tamala Choma said.
American women to
don't want to use straighteners and other
Choma, who has been a customer
harsh chemicals in their hair. When Hardy choose how to style
of Dr. Joanne Cornwell 14 months,
moved to the San Diego area, she had to
concedes that the government would
their hair without the
look hard to find a place to get her hair
have a legitimate concern if chemicals
government being in were involved. But "I don't see how
braided. "They don't have any black
salons in Del Mar where I live," she said.
the state can attempt to license sometheir scalp."
Hardy worries what will happen if the
thing they know nothing about," she
- Tamala Choma, 3L
Braiderie loses. "This could hurt a lot of
said.
people," she said. "Can they affo~d the
Choma is planning to take Dr.
money or the time off it takes to get a
Cornwell's course in locking hair so
license? Will they have to close shop and do it out of
she can teach other African American women how ·"to libtheir homes again? \hey have an established business."
erate their hair from harsh chemicals and straighteners that
Another reason for licensing is to protect consumer
society tells us we have to use."
health and safety. But customers say they go to unli"It all stems back to a culture that doesn't value the
censed braiders to get away from the harsh chemical
beauty of women of African descent," Choma said.
straighteners and relaxers cosmetologists are taught to use.
Choma says Dr. Cornwell is ,not just pitted against the
Junior Janel Edwards, Braiderie customer, says she
Board, but the tradition of African American hair care
industry based on chemicals. "Wi~h natural hair care, you
used to use a relaxer, but it made her hair brittle and
break. She has her hair braided to avoid using chemicals.
don't need them," she said.
"It's quite popular" she said. "They provide a nice atmosWith graduation less than three months away, Choma
has another reason to be bothered by the criminalization
phere - there is nothing wrong with the conditions."
Edwards said it doesn't make sense for the state to
of hair braiding. "It's really sad - I can just imagine
require braiders to take cosmetology classes and get a cosmyself up before the bar examiners, asking me if I have
metology license to braid hair. "Unless they are going to
ever been involved in criminal activity," she said.
offer a braiding license, they shouldn't complain," she said.
But the final irony is that "most of the women who
She said she wouldn't go to cosmetologist to get her
work at the Braiderie came here from 'oppressive' counhair braided. "No offense, but I wouldn't go to a white
tries to earn a living - it's the American Dream," she said.
salon - they don't know how to do it."
"Now they are told they are criminals."

Junior Janel Edwards, Braderie customer: 11/t's quite popular - They provide a nice atmosphere - there is
nothing wrong with the conditions."

Senior Alicia 11Nini 11 Williams:
"Braiding is something, as African
Americans, we have done forever they don't use any chemicals."

Freshman Demetrius Shaw, whose
mother braids his hair: "Why go to
school for something you're not going
to teach me anyway, 11 he said.
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Finding law on the Internet
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LARRY DERSHEM

Computer Research Specialist
Legal Research Center

The Internet is rapidly becoming
a gold mine of legal information. It
seems that new law-related sites are
appearing almost daily, making it difficult for the time stretched legal practitioner to keep up with all the new
sources. However, help is onthe way.
Now there are a number of Internet
directories specifically geared to help
you locate legal information. on the
Net. One such publication is entitled
Law on the Net by Nolo Press, located
at the law library reference desk.
Released in 1996, this book lists legal
Web sites by categories, from abortion
to world constitutions. The contents
of each site are described in detail,
and of course all Web and Gopher ,
addresses are listed so you can easily
peruse the sites for yourself
Listed below are a number of
Internet law-related addresses that you
may find useful. The state-law sites
presented are for states located in the
soutJ:iwestern region of the United
States. I will provide a more comprehensive directory of state-law sites in
a future article.
It is interesting to note that one of
the great issues that lawyers face when they use the Net relates to the
authoritativeness of the information

found - a problem exacerbated by
the ease with which Web publishing
can be accomplished. As an example,
you might find a Web site that contains the entire contents of the
Uniform Commercial Code during
your research session, but when you
return to the site a week later, the
code has been removed, or worse, the
site itself ·has vanished into thin air!
The good news is that this problem
will lessen as federal, state and local
governments, educational institutions,
and corporations begin to devote
increasing resources towards Web
publishing and maintenance. The
trend towards taking the Web seriously as a means of promulgating information can be seen, for example, at
the Government Printing Office Web
site (http://www.gpo.gov/), where the
introductory page to the Federal
Register states that the Web version of
that publication is the official equivalenf of the printed version. It is this
very commitment to content excellence and authoritativeness that is of
concern to such online giants as West
and LEXIS-NEXIS as states and the ·
federal government put their cases
and statutes online for "free" access.
,.,,
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Beware of viruses in LRC computer lab

MonoNs staff

The LRC computer lab experienced an alarming increase in the
number of computer viruses on lab
computers last term. In order to protect the integrity of the data on
diskettes it is highly recommended
that computer lab users back up any
important documents on more than
one disk and frequently check for
viruses.
To ~heck your diskettes to see if
they've been infected, ask the person
working in the lab to scan your
diskettes. If you have used diskettes
in the lab and on your home computer or laptop it is highly likely that
those machines have been infected as
well. Evaluation copies of virus
removal software can be downloaded
from the Internet using Netscape,
which is available in the LRC
Computer Lab. McAfee Scan can be
downloaded from www.mcafee.com
and Norton Antivirus can be downloaded from www.symantec.com.
You can use this evaluation software
to remove viruses from your own
computers. This software can be
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evaluated for 30 days. If you keep it
any longer you are required to purchase it.
Whenever you use a computer
rhat has a virus resident in memory,
you run the risk of writing the virus
file (infecting) to your diskette and
consequently putting yourself at risk
for data loss. The essential compo 7
nent of a virus is a set of instructions
which, when executed, spreads itself
to other, previously unaffected, programs or files. A typical computer
virus performs two functions. First, it
copies itself into previously-uninfect~
ed programs or files. Second, (perhaps after a specific number of executions, or on a specific date) it executes whatever other instructions the
virus author included in it.
Depending on the motives of the
virus author, these instructions can do
any number of things to your data
and programs, including displaying a
message, erasing files or subtly altering stored data. In some cases, a
virus .may contain no intentionally
harmful or disruptive instructions.
Instead, it may cause damage by
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replicating itself and taking up scarse
resources, such as disk space, CPU
time, or network connections.
While some viruses will
announce their presence on your
computer system, others will become
apparent only after you have been
denied access to an important file.
Some will have symptoms such as
color changes on your screen, unusual characters appearing,
etc. Some will prevent
programs from running,
not allow you to log in,
etc. Still others will lie dormant and will never activate. If your computer is
acting up, you just might
have a virus, or it may just
be a glitch with Windows.
To be sure, have the lab
attendant scan your
diskettes.
If all you want to do is
print, you can safeguard
against contracting a virus
by opening the write-protect notch on the disk.
However, you won't be
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able to save any changes to that disk.
Finally, software (or viruses) usually can't damage hardware, though it
can certainly destroy data saved on
magnetic media (i.e. hard disks, floppies, etc.). Listen, watch, and pay
attention to your computer. The
sooner you recognize a virus, thefewer people you're likely to infect.
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Internet casinos pose problem for p rosecutors
Congress (led by repreThe Internet is a new
sentatives from Nevada),
technology that is redefining
and current Federal
the way business is done
Law, seem to prohibit ·
around the world. And,
all forms of Internet
struggling to keep pace is
gambling. The
our American legal system Attorneys General
often falling behind. An
Internet Gaming Report
example of this problem is
makes clear that any company that intends to mar"Internet cash1os." These are sites that allow you
ket Internet gaming to U.S. residents will be proseto gamble real money on sports or various table
cuted. The report, entitled "Gambling on the
games, such as blackjack, roulette, or draw poker.
Internet: A Report to the Internet Working Group
They are off-shore betting facilities, available to
of the National Association of Attorneys General,
anyone, anywhere, who has a computer and a
can be found at http://www.RGTonline.com/
modem.
NAAGreport.html.
By some estimates, gambling takes in about $1
Also, Congress has enacted the
trillion world-wide each year,
Federal Interstate Wire Act 08 U.S.C.
double that of any other form of
§ 1084 0994)), the Travel Act 08
entertainment. Casino and
U.S.C. § 1952 0994)) and the
Gaming magazine estimates that
"the Internet
Organized Crime Act 08 U.S.C. §
the Internet wagering market is
worth about $10 billion in the
wagering market is 1955 0994)) to prohibit unauthorized
gambling activities. Although these
United States alone. According
worth about $10
laws were passed in the 1970's, they
to one Internet casino that probillion in the United may be interpreted to encompass
vides free trial memberships, 7
Internet gambling.
million people have been conStates alone."
If we assume Internet casinos are
necting to its site each month.
illegal in the United States, what can
This makes it by far the most
be done about them? One answer
popular site on the Net. One
would be to block gambling sites,
foreign publicly traded corporapreventing them from reaching computers here.
tion, Sports International Antigua
Imposing civil liability on service providers could
(http://www.wwrs.com/wwts/dir.htm), has been
taking bets on the phone and recently over the
force them to police themselves.
However, Section 1084(d) of the
Internet, grossing $49 million and earned a net
Interstate Wire Act prohibits reguprofit of $2.8 million in its first year.
lation of service providers. This
Internet casinos are located in countries where
law was designed to prevent the
laws explicitly permit them, such as Belize or
Antigua. These countries allow companies to oper"chilling effect" on Internet. comate Internet casinos and market them to anyone.
merce that would result if service
For this right, Belize charges $100,000 per year for
providers were regulated. If a
the license and requires a deposit of $500,000 in its
must monitor the content that
travels over its lines, including
bank for security.
confidential information.
These Internet casinos are high-profit ventures,
Obviously, this would create
located in places that want to protect them. Also,
they may take away some of the revenues -of com- ·
enormous security and privacy
concerns for companies and indipanies here in the United States, resulting in a loss
of tax revenues. Obviously, the U.S. government
viduals.
What about going after the
wants to stop them. Th$! question is, what can the
casinos directly? Although the
government do about them?
The states' Attorneys General, the U.S.
United States has been applying

The Internet
By

Chris Rusch

its laws internationally since 1818, obtaining jurisdiction over the casinos could be difficult. If their
business is all done over the Internet, do Internet
casinos have minimum contacts with the United
States? Moreover, even if jurisdiction is obtained,
most of the countries that host these casinos have
no extradition treaty. Thus, enforcing a U.S: court
order could create international political turmoil.
If you can't block it, and you can't stop it, what
about going after the players in the United States?
Under current law, such an attempt will not be succe~sful. First, according to the legislative history of
the Wire Act, "law enforcement is not interested in
the casual dissemination of information ... between
acquaintances. That is not the purpose of this legislation." Second, in United States v. Baborian, 528
F. Supp. 324 0981), a district court in Rhode Island
held the Act does n9t prohibit the activities of mere
players, even when those players are sophisiticated
players wagering substantial sums.
The Attorney General of Minnesota has filed
suit against an international Internet casino operation, WagerNet, and its operator, Kerry Rogers. The
judge in that case ruled that Minnesota has jurisdiction over the defendants. This is a case of first
impression for the entire nation.
If you have any questions or comments on this
or other articles that appear in Compurer
Connection, please send them to
ChrisPPC@aol.com.

Visit the MOTIONS Web page
at:
http ://www. acusd. ed u/motions
-Links to law sites
-Class outlines
Or email us at:
motions@acusd.edu
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Are you planning to study abroad this summer? Let us assist

you with low airfares, Eurail passes, car rentals, and pre- and post-study
travel plans. OurJnt~mational Specialist can answer all your questions!

Inquire about Contiki Tours to Europe, Britain, Australia or
Africa - Vacations for travelers from ages 18 to 35. Enjoy exploring the
world with a group of your peers! We have a tour to suit your interests!

7050 Friars Road, Suite 103, San Diego, CA 92108
e-mail: EncoreTrvl@aol.com
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Where USD law _Students Worked Summer '96
Last summer, USD law students held interesting
and diverse summer jobs in every sector of employment. Here is a sampling:

Large, mid-sized, and small locally based
firms: (Including Gray Cary; Luce Forward; Seltzer
Caplan; Mcinnis Fitzgerald; Procopio Cory; Higgs
Fletcher; Chapin Fleming; Duke Gerstel; Edwards
White; and Thorsness Bartolotta)
San Diego branch offices of large iirms
based elsewhere: (For example, Allen Matkins;
Brobeck Phleger; Cooley Godward; Latham Watkins;
M·usi~k Peeler; Pillsbury Madison; and Sheppard
Mullin:)
California firms outside of San Diego
(Including Crosby Heafy - Oakland; Fulbright &
Jaworski - Los Angeles; Gibson Dunn - Irvine;
Gresham Varner - San Bernardino; Keesal Y<;mng
- Long Beach; Haight Brown - Santa Monica;
Pillsbury Madison - Los Angeles; and RopersMajeski - Los Angeles)
-

McGuire Woods - D.C. area; Quirk & Tratos -----, Las
Vegas; and Tilleke & Gibbons - Bangkok)

General Gaming Division; San Diego County
Counsel; and Vermont Attorney General)

Prosecution and defense agencies:
(Including Appellate Defenders; Federal Defenders;
Los Angeles City Attorney; Los Angeles District
Attorney; Merced District .Attorney; Orange County
Public Defenders; Riverside District Attorney Indio and Riverside ; San Diego City Attorney; San
Diego District Attorney; San Diego Public
Defenders; San Francisco City Attorney; San Luis
Obispo District Attorney:; and U.S. Attorney - San
Diego and Santa Ana)

- Judicial internships with judges in federal,
state, and municipal courts: (Including Arizona
Court of Appeal; El Cajon Municipal Court;
Mississippi Court of Appeals; San Diego Municipal
Court; San Diego Superior Court; U.S. District Court;
and U.S. Bankruptcy Court)

Federal government agencies: (Including ·
Army JAG - Japan; Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission; Federal Trade
Commission; Immigration and Naturalization
Service; National Labor Relations Board; ,Navy
Office of General Counsel; Customs Service;
Department of Justice - Aviation and Admiralty;
Department of Transportation - Office of General
- Counsel; and Department of Veterans' Affairs)

Out-of-state firms:- (including Baker Hostetler
Denver; Davis Wright - Seattle; Alverson Taylor
Las Vegas; Jimmerson Davis - Las Vegas;

State and local government agencies:
(Including California Attorney General; California
Legislative Counsel Bureau; Nevada Attorney

- 100+ FREE Fitness Classes each Week

·················································
·························
Culture Shock - Funk & Hip Hop Dance
Step • Slide • Box Aerobics • Kick Boxing ·
All Body Cycling • World Beat •Yoga

·········································
······················

Public interest organizations: (Including
California Rural Legal Assistance; Aids Foundation
of San Diego; California Indian Legal Services;
Environmental Health Coalition; Korean Immigrant
Workers' Advocates; Legal Aid - Los
Angeles,Oceanside, and San Diego; Native
American Rights Fund; San Diego Baykeeper; and
San Diego Volunteer Lawyer)
If you would like more information about any
of the above employers (who represent only a
small sampling of those who hired USD students
last summer) or about other USD law student
employers, please stop by Career Services to speak
with Kate Vargas {preferably during her drop-in
hours). She can put you in touch with a student
who has clerked at the firm or agency of interest.

Main Facility:
Fitness Center:

5505 Friars Rd.
5485 Gaines St.
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Attention All USD Students:

WEST BAR REVIEW,
the nation's premier bar review course,
is pleased to announce that

\_

Professor Walter W. Heiser,

of the University of San Diego School of Law, has
joined our faculty. Professor Heiser will lecture on Civil
Procedure during the Summer 1997 West Bar Review Course.

-~--~

Professor Heiser has been teaching at the USD School of

Law since 1978. He teaches in the f!,reas of civil procedure, trial
advocacy, employment discrimination and federaljurisdictio_n.
He received his B.A. from the University of Mic_h igan, his J.D.
from the University of Wisconsin·and his LL.M. from Harvard
University.
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BarPassers

'

'THE BEST KEEP G.OING WEST'
1-800-723-7277

Los Angeles Office
777 S. Figueroa St., Suite 850
_Los Angeles, CA 90017

San Diego Office
401 West 'A" Street, 13th Floor ~
San Diego, CA 92101,

(213) 362-1555
Fax: (213) 362-1533

( 619) 696-6062
Fax: (619) 696-6642
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